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A time to shine.
Welcome to the third issue of Shine. We’ve had a
great time putting this magazine together and we’re
looking forward to sharing it with you.
When it comes down to it, jewellery is all about
love. True love, friendship, families and even pieces
you’ve fallen in love with for yourself. That’s why we
love what we do so much, we love designing and
remodelling jewellery, we love the stories we hear
and we love making dreams come true.
In this edition of Shine, we’re sharing a lot of what
we’ve learned over the years- from everything you
need to know about choosing the perfect diamond
to a handy wedding planner. There’s a guide to
anniversary gifts and because we’re a diamond
specialist, articles on our favourite diamond brands.
Have a read and tell us what you think!
Kirsty & Richard Walker
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A CLEAR
CONSCIENCE

Origin has always played an important part when purchasing an item of value,
in particular a luxury product. It provides us with a level of comfort and allows
us to understand the item we are purchasing in greater detail, thus making our
purchase an easier and more secure one.

C

an you imagine going to buy a car and when you
ask the salesperson where the car was made their
answer is “I have no idea.” Would you buy that car? Would
you purchase a computer that has no brand name at all
attached to it, one that had no-name chips and parts?
Your answer is probably “no way”. That’s because by
knowing the origin of a product, namely where it was made
and how it was brought to market, helps us understand
the quality and worth of the item we are purchasing. In fact,
knowing a product’s origin and history increases its value.
Origin makes the purchase an easier decision to make.
Swiss watches, Italian clothing, California wines, German
engineering and American technology are all examples of
the vital role that origin plays when purchasing a high value
product. Today, there is almost nothing that we purchase
that does not have an identifiable origin attached to it.
Food, clothing and even our most basic products all
contain origin or “made in” tags. So, if even the shirts on
our backs can tell us where they were made, why would
we ever consider purchasing a diamond without knowing
where it comes from?
One would think that when buying an item the size of an
M&M candy for thousands of dollars, one would want as
much information and as many assurances as one could
get. For some, it is the first large luxury purchase and it
is a difficult one. Knowing the origin and history of the
diamond you are purchasing is as important, or more so,
than the other characteristics we have been taught to ask
about.
Today, modern technology can artificially alter the colour
and quality of a diamond. Diamonds are mined all over
the world. It is important to know that your diamond was
mined in a socially and environmentally correct manner. It
is equally important to understand where the diamond was
mined. It is critical to know that the company cutting the
diamond has tracked it straight through the polishing and
refining process, ensuring that the diamond is exactly as it
came from the ground; 100% natural and untreated in any
way. Only then can you be sure that the diamond you are
being shown is authentic and that its colour and quality
are legitimate. Before you even get to the 4Cs (Colour,
Clarity, Cut, and Carat) you need to understand the 5th C,
Country of Origin. If the origin is unclear then all the other
characteristics cannot be confirmed.

A DIAMOND
WITH A BIRTH
CERTIFICATE
4
4

The CanadianFire Certificate of Origin guarantees Canada as the natural birthplace of your diamond.
For security, each CanadianFire diamond is laser inscribed with a unique Diamond Identification
Number. This Certificate ensures the life process by which a CanadianFire diamond is mined and
crafted. Knowing the place of origin preserves the value of your diamond.

The more you know, the better off you are, and that
statement holds true for diamonds. Today, it is possible
to know the origin of your diamond if you purchase a
CanadianFire™ diamond. CanadianFire diamonds are
all mined in Canada adhering to its strict social and
environmental laws.

Once the diamonds leave the
Earth they are tracked by
a transparent process through
our cutting and refining
facility to our retail jewellers.
Once polished, each diamond is permanently laser
inscribed with a unique Diamond Identification Number
(DIN). We then inspect each diamond to ensure that it
meets our high standards of cut and quality. Only then
do we issue our CanadianFire Certificate of Origin, which
serves as your guarantee that the diamond you are
purchasing:
1. Is mined in Canada in a socially and environmentally
correct manner.
2. Is a 100% genuine natural diamond.
3. Has passed our rigorous inspection for quality and cut.
A CanadianFire diamond certified for its origin and
tracked from the earth right to your finger is a diamond
that is more valuable and will hold its worth forever. You
will never have any doubt as to its quality or authenticity.
Whether you intend to hold onto this diamond for many
years or upgrade it, you can be confident in its value. Insist
on knowing your diamond’s origin just like you do when
you buy a car, watch, computer, or any other item that is
valuable to you. It’s important and worth it.

It waited 3 billion years for
the right girl.
Sometime after the earth began, deep within the earth’s
core, carbons came together. With time and pressure, the
carbons crystallized into the most precious object in the
world - a diamond. There it waited for 3 billion years, until
a volcano erupted, taking it on a turbulent journey to the
earth’s surface and coming to rest beneath a glacial lake in
Canada’s Arctic North.
Introducing CanadianFire, a diamond remarkably pure and
natural. Every CanadianFire diamond is mined and polished
to the highest standards uncovering its rare beauty and
brilliance. Each diamond comes with a Certificate of Origin
confirming that it was mined in Canada’s Arctic North. Our
stringent monitoring system follows your diamond from the
mine, through the refining facility, to you – the only program
of its kind in the world. Only diamonds of the finest purity
and craftsmanship qualify to receive our CanadianFire
Certificate of Authenticity, the highest level of certification.
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LOVE IS PURE, SO ARE OUR DIAMONDS
1.

NEW

3.

Tanzanite &
CanadianFire
Diamond
Collection

1. 9ct Pear Cut Tanzanite in 18ct White
Gold set with 0.40ct Canadian Fire
Diamond Pendant
2. 4.20ct Pear Cut Tanzanite in 18ct
White Gold with 0.60ct Canadian Fire
Diamond Earrings
3. 0.30ct Canadian Fire Center Stone
with 0.43ct diamonds 18ct White Gold
Diamond Pendant

2.

From Canada’s Arctic North, to you.
4.

5.

4. 1.00ct of Diamonds in 18ct Two Tone Gold.
Includes 0.45ct CanadianFire Centre Stone
SJ5146
5. 0.50ct of Diamonds in 18ct Two Tone Gold.
Includes 0.30ct CanadianFire Centre Stone
SJ1637
6. 0.85ct of Diamonds in 18ct White Gold.
Includes 0.30ct CanadianFire Centre Stone
SJ1639
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6.

Natural and untreated,
CanadianFire diamonds
are 100% pure. Guaranteed.

SET IN STONE

MARCH / AQUAMARINE:
Good health, happiness
and hope.

JANUARY / GARNET:
Confidence and calm.
FEBRUARY / AMETHYST:
Serenity and royalty.
(Fun fact: the Pope always
wears an amethyst ring.)

There is a stunning birthstone for every month of the year.
But where does the tradition come from, and what does
each stone mean?

A

t a guess, you first discovered your birthstone
as a child or teenager. There’s something
thrilling about finding out which gorgeous gem is
‘yours’, then dreaming of how to wear it: on your
fingers, around your neck, set into a bracelet or
earrings...
You wouldn’t be the first to fall in love with the
tradition. The story of birthstones
stretches right back to the Book
of Exodus, in which God orders
Aaron – a high priest during
the time of Moses – to create a
breastplate with 12 gemstones.
Breastplates were decorative
religious garments, and these
gemstones came to represent
the 12 tribes of Israel.

wearing just one stone. That stone, of course,
was their birthstone. The thinking was (thanks to
Flavius, probably) that ‘your’ stone was the one
that had the most powers during your birth month.
Then in 1912, the modern list of birthstones as we
know it today was created in the US by the National
Association of Jewelers.

“The story of
Birthstones
stretches
right back to
the Book of
Exodus.”

From there, the symbolism
of gemstones began to shift.
Scholars point to a first century
Jewish philosopher – Flavius Josephus – who
believed they had therapeutic benefits when worn
at different points in the astrological calendar.
Hundreds of years later, when Polish-Jewish
gem traders started emigrating to America in
the 1700s, they brought with them a new trend:
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There is another, lesser-known
list that matches different stones
with the days of the week. Its
origins are unknown, but it’s all
about bringing good luck. So,
if you have a job interview on
Thursday, garnet is your goto. For Monday it’s pearls, for
Tuesday it’s rubies, Wednesday
is sapphires and Friday means
emeralds. Need some luck on
the weekend? Try diamonds on
Saturday and a yellow stone on
Sunday.

Of course, if you’re not totally sold on your own
birthstone, there’s nothing stopping you from
trying out some of the others. Precious stones are
one of the most gorgeous examples of nature’s
handiwork, and that’s something to be celebrated
no matter when your birth date falls.

MAY / EMERALD:
Enhanced fertility and
eyesight.
JUNE / PEARL,
MOONSTONE:
Modesty and marital
stability.

APRIL / DIAMOND:
Eternal love and
invincibility (it was once
believed diamonds could
also ward off insanity).

JULY / RUBY:
Harmony,
strength and nobility of
character.

My Precious

The idea behind birthstones is that each one carries
special characteristics that hold true to its wearer.
Find your birthstone and its fabled benefits:

NOVEMBER / CITRINE,
TOPAZ:
Strength and healing for
body and mind.

SEPTEMBER / SAPPHIRE:
Dignity, loyalty and
wisdom.
OCTOBER /
TOURMALINE, OPAL:
Creativity and protection
against evil.

AUGUST / PERIDOT:
Improved mental health
and resilience.

DECEMBER / BLUE
TOPAZ, TANZANITE,
TURQUOISE:
Headaches
may be relieved or
prevented.
Ancient practitioners
believed turquoise would
change colour when the
wearer was ill or in danger.
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PENDANTS

STUDS
You can’t go wrong with a pair of
good quality diamond stud earrings.
They’re the little black dress of
the jewellery world, and look good
paired with anything, anywhere, any
time.
They also come in a range of
different sizes, so you can pick the
perfect dimensions for your taste
and budget.

DIAMONDS

Are Forever
Fashion is one thing, but good taste
endures. That’s why diamond accessories
are the go-to for style mavens everywhere.

Second only to diamond stud
earrings, diamond pendants
are the quintessential diamond
accessory. From t-shirts to
plunge-neck dresses to openneck blouses, they look right
at home with any outfit and
come in a wide array of styles,
whether it’s a small solitaire or
something a little fancier.

Some
things will never
date: an expertly cut black
dress; simple leather pumps; an
elegant wrist watch.

“They look good paired with
anything, anywhere, any time.”
Think understated classics that pack a punch.
Think diamonds, too: from delicate stud
earrings to an elegant tennis bracelet,
diamonds’ endless appeal makes for
the ultimate investment in your
personal style.

DRESS RINGS
Diamonds aren’t just for
engagement rings, they also
make the most impressive
dress rings – and can be
worn on any finger. They’re
especially suited to a
glamorous evening out, and
the designs are infinite so
you’re bound to come across
one that makes you swoon.
10

TENNIS BRACELET
A true classic and an incredible
gift, be it for yourself or someone special. Diamond tennis
bracelets look just as
stunning worn with jeans and a
blouse as they do with formal
dress or work wear.
BONUS: they highlight a slim
and elegant part of the body.

HUGGIE EARRINGS
One step up from diamond studs
in the bling stakes, diamond huggie
earrings add that extra bit of
glamour without the full-on drama
of chandelier earrings. Pair with
smart-casual attire and pop your
hair into a ponytail to show them
off to the world.
11

THE SHAPE
of things to

COME
Amal Alamuddin-Clooney wears an emerald cut, Jeniffer Lopez sports a breathtaking
emerald cut, and Kanye West presented wife Kim Kardashian with a cushion cut
when he proposed. It’s when you start looking at the different shapes that diamond
selection gets really exciting. But where to start? Ultimately it’s about personal taste,
however there are some factors worth keeping in mind...

Round brilliant
It’s believed 75 percent of
all diamonds sold are round
brilliants, which reflect the
most light of all the cuts,
for an extra bright effect.
Round shapes are perfect
for larger fingers, as they
don’t cut the length of the
finger visually. They’re also
a classic, timeless choice
that offers both visual
impact and understated
style.

Radiant
Radiant cut diamonds
are a bright and lively
square diamond. Rising
to popularity in the 80s,
the cropped corner shape
acts as a nice compromise
between the cushion and
princess cuts.

Princess
Princess cut diamonds are
the second most popular
diamond shape. Like round
brilliants, they reflect light
well for a fiery effect, while
offering a classic, stylish
choice. Square shapes
are best for women with
long fingers as they can
make fingers appear a
little shorter. A princess
cut should always be set
with prongs to protect its
delicate corners.

Cushion

Trilliant

The cushion cut diamond
is a popular choice for
its sumptuous, pillowy
plumpness. Once known as
an ‘old mine’ cut, it’s been
around for 200 years and
until the round brilliant came
to be 100 years ago was
the de facto diamond
shape. A distinctive look
with a beautiful history
behind it, this is the go-to
for many celebrities.

Sometimes called a trillion,
this triangular shape may
have curved or uncurved
sides. A unique choice
that offers a dynamic look,
trillions can be placed as
solitaires or act as side
accent stones.

Emerald

Pear

Marquise

Heart

Oval

Emerald cut diamonds are
the epitome of elegance.
Thanks to step cuts and
a large, open table, they
give a ‘hall of mirrors’ effect
for drama and grace. The
shape was initially designed
for actual emeralds, hence
the name, and looks best
on slim and petite hands
and fingers.

Pear diamonds are a
blend of round brilliant and
marquise. The diamond
should be worn with the
pointed end directed at
its wearer and comes in a
range of cuts – from slim to
plump. Which you choose
should depend simply on
personal taste. Pears have
an elegant and slimming
effect on the wearer’s
finger.

The name of this diamond
shape comes from the
Marquise of Pompadour;
it’s believed that King Louis
XIV of France had a stone
cut to resemble what he
considered her perfectly
shaped mouth. Marquise
diamonds are long and
narrow, so appear big for
their weight.
Like the oval, their
elongated ed shape can
lengthen the wearer’s finger.

The heart-shaped diamond
– worn by none other than
Lady Gaga – is a unique
choice, and of course
the symbol of love. It is
popular for solitaire rings
and necklace pendants.
Symmetry is a very
important characteristic
when choosing this shape.

Oval diamonds were
created in the 60s and have
a classic, regal feel to them.
They also offer a similar fire
to the round brilliant, so if
you love a bright stone but
want something unique, the
oval could be for you. Oval
diamonds also create
the illusion of greater size
thanks to their elongated
shape, which helps
lengthen the finger.
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Donatella
$8,999

An Aquamarine and Diamond Ring Set in 18ct White Gold.
Aquamarine’s name comes from the Latin for seawater and it was said to calm waves and keep sailors safe at sea.
The favoured gem of mermaids, make your own splash with this glorious shade of blue.
A substantial diamond set halo ring with 3.06 carats of aquamarine and total diamond weight 0.47 carats,
Donatella is a statement ring and looks stunning worn alone.
10 year complimentary clean & check with our jeweller.

Tender
Loving
Care

Jewellery is precious and very
often sentimental too, so it pays
to look after it properly.
Here’s how to keep yours
looking its best.

Gemstones
1

Wipe your precious stone jewellery with a clean, soft
damp cloth after wearing. When it’s not being worn,
store in a soft cloth pouch.

2

With some gemstones such as opal, avoid salt water and
chemicals like chlorine bleach, detergents, hairspray and
perfume. Wipe clean instantly if they come into contact.

3

All gemstones are different, so ask your local jeweller
how to clean yours. They can also check condition and
can recommend if re-polishing is necessary.

1

3

2

Store gold jewellery carefully to prevent scratching – a
compartmentalised jewellery box makes this easy.
Take off your gold jewellery when bathing, showering or
washing up: soap tends to cause a film that can make it
appear dull and dingy.

Regularly clean your gold jewellery
as perfume, fluoride in water or
even the acidity in your skin can
cause discolouration. See your
local jeweller for advice as softer
gemstones in gold jewellery will
need some extra careful attention.
Your local jeweller can also
professionally clean your jewellery.

Wipe your cultured pearls clean after every wear, especially
in summer when perspiration can affect their lustre.

. Because diamonds can easily scratch other jewellery, even
other diamonds; the best single piece of advice is to keep your
diamond jewellery in a fabric lined jewellery case with dividers.

2
3

. Prevent damage by taking diamond jewellery off when doing
rough work like gardening.

. Diamonds should be cleaned regularly as even your natural skin
oils can apply a film that cuts down their brilliance. Visit your local
jeweller for advice on how best to do this. At the same time, have
them check for wear and tear on the mounting.
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1
2

Store cultured pearls separately to prevent scratching –
pop them into a chamois bag or other soft cloth.

“Prevent
chipping by
taking diamond
jewellery off
when doing
rough work like
gardening.”

Like most precious metals, in time
silver will tarnish.

Gold
1
2

Cultured Pearls
Diamonds
1

Silver

Simply clean with a mild soap and
water solution then pat dry with a
soft cloth. If tarnish is stubborn, try
a silver cleaner. Just use a
polishing cloth or fine piece of felt
to prevent scratches.
Avoid wearing silver jewellery
in chlorinated water and store
somewhere sealed and dry.

3

After the use of silver cleaning
products, it’s important to rinse
thoroughly, normally with hot water
(being mindful of any stones set in
it, of course).

4

Most silver jewellery items may
tarnish more often than other
jewellery items made of other
precious metals like gold and
platinum. If this bothers you, ask
your jeweller about Rhodium
plating, which can be a reliable
and low-cost solution.

Avoid any bleach or detergents touching your cultured
pearls; this can cause damage and change the colour
and lustre.

3

Professional cultured pearl cleaning is especially
recommended, because extra care must be taken with
the surface of the cultured pearls and with the silk thread
used to string them.

4

Check the strand for weak points to prevent the loss of
any cultured pearls. Pearl stringing should be examined
every year and cultured pearl strands should be checked
by your local jeweller for advice.
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Sealing The Deal

Finding the perfect
engagement ring is a
journey of many steps.
Allow us to lead the way...

PRECIOUS
METALS

“It was Jess’s
birthday, and when I
woke up that morning I decided I
would propose to her that night. We
were going out to dinner with her family
and I wanted them to be a part of it. My
brother helped me choose a ring – elegant and
gorgeous, just like her – and before we went out,
I pulled her father aside and asked him for his
daughter’s hand in marriage.
That night at dinner, as the cake was brought
out and we were all singing happy birthday, I
WHITE GOLD / Placing white metals next to white
got down on one knee and proposed. The
diamonds looks fantastic because it creates a
ring fitted perfectly (stroke of luck!)
continuous, streamlined look that’s both classic and
and she loved it. It made for a very
contemporary. An extremely popular option, white gold
special birthday.”
is plated with a hard element called rhodium, which
KARL, 33
resists scratches and tarnishing and leaves a lovely
reflective appearance. But it can also wear away with
time, so periodic re-plating is recommended.

Which precious metal should
you choose for your ring? A
quick guide to help you pick.

DIFFERENT
STROKES

CRUNCH TIME
Engagement ring tips you
need to know.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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If you’re not sure where to start, the answer is diamond
shape. Whether you’re shopping together or alone for
your future fiancé, the shape of the diamond should be
your first port of call as it sets the scene for the remaining
ring-related decisions like cost, setting and side stones.
Want to go as large as possible but the budget’s saying
no? Buy just shy of the carat weight you want: 0.8 carat,
for example, can be nearly 20 percent less than one
carat, but looks close in size.
Another size-trick is to buy a stone with a larger table
facet. Oval, pear shaped, and marquise cuts all have an
elongated shape and can create the illusion of a larger
diamond.
Guys: you should like the ring you buy, but remember
it’s your future fiancé who will be wearing it forever. So
pay very close attention to her personal style and her
existing jewellery. If she is drawn to classic and simple
designs, a solitaire is probably a good bet. If she is wild
and eccentric, you’ll want something more unique. Still
unsure? Ask her mother or her girlfriends.
Always enquire about the store’s exchange policy, in
case you (or she) goes cold on the chosen stone. And
remember to insure the ring for its documented value as
soon as it’s in your possession.
Don’t forget that custom designed rings take more time
to design and make. So if you’re arranging an elaborate,
time-dependent proposal you’ll need to factor this in.

Like to march to the beat of
your own drum? Read on.
PLATINUM / Rare and expensive, this naturally white
metal has a cool luster and is resistant to damage, ideal
for active lifestyles. It’s also hypoallergenic, which is a
nice bonus for those with sensitive skin.
YELLOW GOLD / Yellow gold is a true representation
of golds natural colour and although yellow gold may
have recently fallen behind in the popularity stakes it is
making a come back. It is truly a classic precious metal,
its warm patina comes from its natural qualities and
appearance. 18ct offers great durability.

ROSE GOLD / Rose gold is an alloy that is increasingly
on-trend, thanks to its elegant, romantic look. The
gorgeous pink hue is created by adding a little more
copper in the yellow gold alloy.

CAN’T DECIDE?
Combine two or three – a mix of different metals will give
your ring a modern feel that’s right on-trend.

If traditional diamond engagement rings don’t fill your
heart to bursting with excitement, worry not – you’re
far from alone. In fact, there is an impressive alternate
universe of options out there just waiting to grant your
wish for something that will really stand out.
TO START, THINK COLOUR: what’s your favourite hue,
and what’s the core palette of your wardrobe? Then
it’s time to think gemstones. There’s regal purple
amethyst, the green gleam of an emerald, a simple
pearl, refreshing citrine, or the delicate rosiness of
morganite. And that’s just the tip of the iceberg.
Coloured diamonds are another beautiful alternative,
whether it’s pink, yellow, chocolate or champagne
that tickles your fancy. (And who could forget Carrie
Bradshaw’s black diamond in Sex in The City?)
Whichever option you go for, your ring is guaranteed
to stand out. Just ask fashion-forward A-listers like
Zoe Saldana and Halle Berry, who both wear emerald
engagement rings, and Kate Middleton, who was given
the late Lady Diana’s royal blue sapphire. (If it’s good
enough for them...)
Finally, think about shape and design. Play with
contours, accent stones and negative space.
Ultimately the most important thing is that your
ring feels special to you, whether it’s direct from the
cabinet, custom made, or a remodeled family heirloom.
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CELEBRITY
SPARKLE

If you’re after some blingspiration, look
no further than the rich and famous.
Celebrities have it all: legions of staff to make them look
flawless (even when they’re nipping out to buy milk),
the most incredible designer wardrobes money can
buy, and the sort of engagement rings that make your
mouth water. Below, six celebs with seriously impressive
engagement candy.

FASHION
FIRST

A peek at this year’s
hottest engagement ring trends.
ART DECO
There’s a reason designers refer to flappers for their
collections; the roaring 20’s was a time of style, luxury
and serious attention to detail. In turn, art deco-style
rings make a bold and beautiful statement.

“My fiancé took
me by complete surprise by
proposing at Christmas. My ring
was the last present in the bottom of my
stocking - he somehow managed to keep
it a surprise, and did the ring shopping by
himself. He did say that I could change it if I
wanted, but I wanted the one he had selected,
because even though I might not have
chosen it myself, he did, and that made
it even more special in my eyes.”
MIA, 26

OUR FAVOURITES
IN YELLOW GOLD

OUR FAVOURITES
IN WHITE GOLD

SPLIT SHANK
•

Ariana Grande The pop star singer sports an
impressive pear shaped diamond engagement ring,
designed by jeweller Greg Yuna.

A single band of diamonds is gorgeous, but
a pavé band that splits into two is twice as
impressive, while still remaining delicate.

•

Kim Kardashian Schwartz also designed Kim
Kardashian’s 15-carat (yup, you read that right)
emerald-cut diamond solitaire for Kim’s husband,
Kanye West.

HALO SETTINGS AND DOUBLE HALO SETTINGS

•

Jessica Biel Justin Timberlake presented the actress
with an ornate, vintage-style engagement ring with a
large cushion-cut diamond center. “He has a real eye
for design,” said Biel afterwards.

•

Hailey Bieber The successful model and TV
personality wears a generous sized oval cut
engagement ring designed by Solow & Co.

•

Mila Kunis Ashton wasted no time in popping a
5-carat emerald-cut solitaire diamond on this
beauty’s ring finger.

•
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Meghan Markle Prince Harry proposed to the
duchess with a beautiful engagement ring featuring
three diamonds, two of which are from Princess
Diana’s personal collection.

The halo setting isn’t new, but two-tier halo
settings are breaking new ground in the sparkle
stakes. Not for the faint of heart.
TWISTED BANDS

OUR FAVOURITES
IN ROSE GOLD

An elegant trend that adds interest
to a simple solitaire, twists in the
metal band are cropping up all over
the place.
ROSE GOLD
This precious metal is making a
massive comeback, partly thanks to
its heritage (mid-Victorians loved it)
but also because it looks amazing
on all skin tones.
19

Full

What you need to know

Circle

Check how the ring sits with your engagement ring
How do the two rings look side-by-side? If your
engagement ring has a very big central stone, there
might be a gap in between the two rings, which
bothers some people. In this case, consider how
a curved wedding ring may be deigned to curve
around the engagement ring or consider how a fitted
wedding ring may be designed to interlock with
the engagement ring. You might also want to think
ahead, and leave room for an anniversary eternity
ring (hey, wishful thinking never hurt anyone).

You found The One, and you’re marrying him. So
now it’s time to find the perfect wedding ring.
Here’s our handy guide to getting it right.

But don’t over-think it Sure, it’s nice to have your
wedding ring complement your engagement ring,
but don’t stress if they’re not twins. They’re two
separate rings for two separate reasons, and seeing
that distinction isn’t necessarily a bad thing. In fact,
some people prefer it.

P

rincess pink; Star Trek themed; on horseback;
under a tee-pee in the garden... no matter how
different each and every wedding, one simple piece
of jewellery connects them all: the wedding ring.
The age-old tradition symbolises commitment like
no other object on earth, transcending cultures,
languages and religions across the globe.
Like any tradition, though, it’s evolving: wedding
rings have historically been plain gold, but in recent
times more detailed and ornate styles have caught
on. Gemstones, engravings, unique patterns - there’s
now a world of choice, and a tempting one at that.
So how to choose? Should you keep it simple or opt
for something fancier? As something you’ll wear for
the rest of your life, one thing’s for sure - it pays to
spend some time choosing a wedding ring that’s
perfect for you.

I always thought I’d go for a
pretty traditional wedding ring, but
when we went shopping for them I came
across one I loved instantly. It was white gold,
quite thick, and had a small square emerald in
the middle. My now-husband loved it too, so we
chose one similar for him - he wasn’t so keen on
the emerald, though. He said he’d feel like a mafia
boss. So instead I had a tiny little one put on
the inside of his ring, where only he would
know it was there.
Karen, 28
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Be yourself Don’t feel obliged to pick a plain
wedding ring just because it’s tradition. Look at
unique accents and interesting details in case they
appeal even more. Remember: your wedding ring
should match your personality, no one else’s.
“My fiancé and I knew we
wanted quite plain wedding rings. My
engagement ring was a simple solitaire so
the goal was something equally as simple and
understated. We didn’t mind if they didn’t match
each other, and we both found rings we loved
quickly with the help of our jeweller – mine a plain
18ct yellow gold ring and his a 18ct white and
yellow gold ring. What made them even more
special was the engraving ‘You have my heart.’”
Emily, 33

Throw in some diamonds Once you’ve chosen the
wedding ring, consider popping a few diamonds (or
other precious gemstones) into the ring. Diamondset wedding rings are a popular choice, largely
because they provide a beautiful sparkly backdrop
for engagement rings. Of course, diamonds aren’t
just for the girls. Consider a single diamond or
coloured stone in the groom’s ring, too.
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Material

T he Perfect

Girl

ENGAGEMENT RING

Survival Guide for PROPOSING

A key factor when choosing a
wedding ring is the metal it’s made
out of. For the bride, it is normally
determined by what metal her
engagement ring is.

Many people find the prospect of ring shopping incredibly daunting, but it doesn’t need to be.
Here are some tips to help you on your way:

GOLD

WHAT IS RHODIUM PLATING?

TITANIUM

Prized since prehistoric times, gold is a
reliable choice as it doesn’t rust, tarnish or
corrode. It also mixes well with other metals.
Wedding rings come in 9ct, 10ct, 14ct, 18ct
and 22ct gold, which can be yellow, white or
rose-coloured, depending on your personal
tastes. Pure gold, which is 24 carat, is often
considered to be too soft for jewellery and
requires much more care.

Rhodium, part of the platinum precious
metal group, is used to plate white gold
because it is dazzlingly white and mirror-like,
whereas white gold can be slightly grey in
tone. Rhodium is shiny and cool, almost like
chrome, but even whiter. It also acts as a
protective coating for your ring, enhancing
its life span.

Titanium rings have some unique properties;
they’re hypoallergenic, lightweight,
corrosion-resistant and strong enough to
keep their shape, even when knocked about.
For this reason they’re a great choice for
those with active lifestyles who don’t want to
worry about wear and tear.

An ideal choice for wedding rings is 18ct,
which is 75 percent pure gold and has a
richer hue than 9ct (which is 37.5 percent
pure gold). It also tends to retain its good
looks better as it ages.
One thing to keep in mind is that to keep
your white gold wedding ring looking
beautiful, you’ll need to have it periodically
plated with rhodium.

PLATINUM & PALLADIUM
Two popular choices for wedding rings are
platinum and palladium, which don’t require
rhodium plating. Their natural brilliance
makes them the perfect choice for jewellery
that lasts pretty much forever. Recently,
palladium has become a popular alternative
to platinum because of its similar colour
yet more budget -friendly price tag.

There is no one-size-fits-all rule to follow and no ‘right’ answer.
Here’s some things to consider when setting a budget:

How much

•
•
•

should I spend?

Your current financial situation
Your partners expectations
Meaningfulness of the Ring

How do I

Borrow one of their rings from their jewellery box
and get it measured at your local Showcase Jewellers.
This will allow you to select the most suitable ring size.

How do I

With so many possibilities it can be hard to decide on a style.
Are they a yellow or white gold kind of person? Do they favour
a square, circular or oval diamond?
Get the aesthetics right by (subtly!) striking up a conversation
about their preferences, hopefully they’ll give you a few handy
hints.

find out her ring size?

choose a style?

EXPERT ADVICE
As symbols of your love and commitment, your engagement and wedding rings are the centrepiece of your marriage
ceremony. You want to be sure that the rings you choose today will stand the test of time.

For Her

For Him

Try to find a Wedding Ring that will match the style of your
engagement ring. Choosing the same profile and the same width
as your engagement ring will mean the design will sit comfortably
on your finger and feel similar to your engagement ring,
encouraging you to wear them together. If you have a diamond in
your engagement ring and want diamonds in your wedding ring,
you may want to pick the same setting type and diamond shape
so the two rings complement each other and look like a set. Often
the Wedding Ring is worn without the engagement ring after the
wedding so consider your job and day to day activities before you
make your final decision.

Choosing the right Wedding Ring for your groom also needs to
be well thought out, especially if the groom hasn’t worn jewellery,
and in particular rings before.
Consider his day to day activities like sport, job and hobbies and
choose a ring suitable to wear during these tasks.
Also it’s a good idea to check that neither you or your partner is
allergic to any kinds of metals, and if so, choose a safe precious
metal such as Platinum or Palladium which has a high purity of
fine metal and are therefore hypoallergenic.

Browse

Have a good look around
before you make a
decision. You’ll be spoiled
for choice with your local
Showcase Jewellers’
stunning range of rings.

Customise

For a truly unique ring,
consider a custom design.
Your local Showcase
Jewellers can work with
you to create her dream
ring.

Remodel

Give that beloved
heirloom a modern twist
that she’ll love. Your local
Showcase Jewellers can
refashion your jewellery to
make it more in line with
her taste.

Don’t Stress
Your partner is bound
to love whichever ring
you choose, so relax
and enjoy the thought of
spending the rest of your
life with the one you love.
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Bride &
Mothers of the
Bride & Groom
Jewellery is a chance to dazzle guests and feel
confident on an incredibly special day. Don’t be
overwhelmed by all the choice, just follow some
simple rules of thumb:

Shine

TIME TO

It’s the little things that make
a wedding really special –
and incredible jewellery
is one of them.

Here’s how to sparkle on
your big day.

•

Opt for timeless classics like diamonds and pearls, which
give a hint of heritage and heirloom. There’s nothing
worse than cringing at photos years later, questioning
your look. You want to be glamorous, not edgy or faddy.

•

Buy your dress first, then your jewellery. Make sure your
jewellery doesn’t overwhelm your outfit, or the reverse:
that it can hardly be seen. Less is more, though. Think
about it as a balancing act – the more ornate your dress,
the simpler your jewellery.

•

Pick quality pieces you can see yourself wearing again.
It makes the investment that little bit more worthwhile,
plus you’ll forever have the memories attached.

W

eddings. They can make even the hardiest cynic tear up upon sight of the excited bride
making her way down the aisle. Not to mention the man waiting for her at the end. (Most
women will agree, there is nothing like a weepy groom to make the heart melt.)
Then there’s the gathering all in one room of loved ones, for a single cause: the celebration of
two people in love, promising their lives to each other. Not to mention fantastic food, a whole
host of lovely new memories, and – one of the best things of all – the chance to dress up in
beautiful clothes.
And where would stunning outfits be without gorgeous jewellery? Whether it’s the bridal
party, the mothers of the bride and groom, or the groom and groomsmen themselves, artfully
chosen pieces can make or break a look.
Which is why we’ve compiled your definitive guide to wedding jewellery – ideas, inspiration and
handy tips to ensure the day’s finishing touches are just right.
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Groom &
Groomsmen
Fantastic suit? Check. Great hair? Check. What
about accessories? Yes, that’s right - even grooms
and groomsmen can do with some finishing
touches to elevate their look.
•

Cuff-links are imperative: there are gazillions to choose
from and they’re a great way to add some personality to
your ensemble. They also make an excellent thank you
gift for groomsmen.

•

Consider a plain silk pocket square for some dashing
vintage appeal and visual interest.

•

A necklace, when simple and uncrowded by other
jewellery, can add some refreshing bling to a well-cut
wool suit. Just make sure it’s tucked into his shirt.

Bridesmaids
It’s the bridesmaids’ job to be there for the bride,
but that doesn’t mean they can’t shine too, and
jewellery is the perfect accompaniment for those
carefully selected dresses.
•

Factor in the colour of the dresses: if they’re dark then
lighten up the look with some colourful silver pieces.

•

Make sure what you choose matches your bridesmaids’
personalities. A gift for their efforts is always a nice
touch, and jewellery makes for a lovely, sentimental
token of thanks.

•

The style of the jewellery should compliment any themes
or looks going on in the bridal party and the wedding as
a whole.
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Wedding Planning

Tips & Tricks

CHECKLIST

The question has been popped and so have the engagement corks, now is the time to start getting everything sorted
for the big day. This guide is to help you organise the perfect wedding and keep things running smoothly. It
allows for an average six to twelve months preparation and is based on a traditional wedding although the basic
planning and order will remain the same no matter what sort of ceremony you’re planning. Just remember that
while some suppliers are available at short notice, others definitely aren’t so allowing yourself enough lead time lets
you organise your wedding exactly the way you want it – with less stress.

6-12 MONTHS

1 MONTH

O Work out a realistic budget, discuss who pays for what and

O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

who makes the decisions
Choose the date, place and time
See the minister/priest/celebrant
Choose the attendants
Compile a guest list in consultation with both families
Book the reception venue/caterers
Decide on a wedding theme and colour scheme
Choose and order your wedding gown
Book the photographer/videographer
Book the musicians/DJ/Band
Book the florist
Book the wedding transport
Arrange wedding insurance
Organise your engagement party

3-6 MONTHS
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Make appointments with hairstylist and make-up artist
Choose and order the groom’s and attendants attire
Order the wedding cake
Choose the design of your wedding invitations
Decide where you want to go on honeymoon and make
reservations
Purchase the wedding rings
Compile a guest list and gift register
Send invitations. List acceptances and refusals
Arrange lessons for your first dance

2 MONTHS

O
O
O

2 WEEKS
O Confirm all arrangements with the florist, caterer, car hire,
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O

photographer etc
Try on your wedding gown with all the accessories
Wear in your wedding shoes
Check that the place cards and all other table settings are in
order
Give final numbers to your caterer

1 WEEK
O
O
O
O
O
O

O Agree on the menu and wine with your caterer and give
number of guests expected
Give the florist details of the colour scheme and agree on
flowers. Order corsages for mothers-of-the-bride and groom
Check passports, certificates are in order
Buy gifts for the attendants
Arrange where the attendants will dress on the day
Notify anyone required to make a speech
Write your vows (if doing your own)
Book a hotel room for the wedding night

Apply for the marriage license
Chase up late invitation replies and finalise guest list
Write out place cards for the reception
Arrange reception seating details
Have your final gown fitting, with shoes you’ll wear on the day
Visit your hairstylist with headgear. Confirm appointment for
the wedding day
Check transport arrangements and time the journey
Do a trial run with your makeup artist
Draw up a timeline of the day, outlining what you want to
happen and what time

O
O

Have a wedding rehearsal
Speeches - give a friendly reminder to those concerned
Make sure the best man has the rings and service sheets.
Place money in marked envelopes for the best man to give to
the minister/celebrant, musicians etc
Check that suits and any hire items are collected
Check all your honeymoon arrangements and assemble
going-away clothes and suitcases to be taken to the reception
venue or hotel
Remind the best man to take charge of returning the groom’s
and attendant’s hired suits after the wedding day
Make final checks on all arrangements

THE BIG DAY

Helpful tips for your big day!

ONE WEEK TO GO!
DON’T FORGET TO...
O
O
O
O
O
O

PRACTICE WALKING AND DANCING IN YOUR WEDDING SHOES
CREATE AND DISTRIBUTE A CALL SHEET FOR THE BRIDAL PARTY
CONFIRM BIG-DAY TIMINGS AND BOOKING WITH VENDORS
SHOP AND PACK FOR THE ROMANTIC HONEYMOON
PRACTICE YOUR VOWS AND SPEECH
CREATE A BIG-DAY EMERGENCY KIT – THINK TISSUES AND
BREATH MINTS

O PACK YOUR WEDDING NIGHT BAG
O GET YOUR MARRIAGE LICENSE
O TRY ON YOUR COMPLETE ENSEMBLE, INCLUDING ACCESSORIES

AND NOW THAT YOU’RE MARRIED?

HOW TO NAIL THE READING

O
O
O
O
O
O
O

HAVE YOUR WEDDING DRESS CLEANED AND STORED

Choose from a range of literature. There’s no need to stick to

ORGANISE DOCUMENTATION FOR NAME CHANGE IF NECESSARY

religious readings if it’s not for you – consider an excerpt from a
favourite novel, song, poem or beloved children’s book.

WRITE REVIEWS FOR VENDORS
ORDER WEDDING ALBUM
PAY ANY OUTSTANDING BILLS
RETURN ANY ITEMS YOU HIRED OR BORROWED
SEND HANDWRITTEN THANK YOU CARDS (IDEALLY WITHIN 3
MONTHS)

O UPDATE YOUR FACEBOOK RELATIONSHIP STATUS

Be inspired by your roots. If one of you is from a different culture,
choose a poem or love song from that – it’s a chance to acknowledge
and pay tribute to your background.
Delivery is key. Even the most soulful words will be lost if not spoken
with oomph – for full effect be sure to choose a confident speaker.
– Celebrant Melanie Kerr (melaniekerr.co.nz)

NEED OR WANT?

Five questions to ask before parting with your cash.
1. How much of a difference will this truly make to my day?
2. Do I want this purely because someone else had it at their
wedding?

3. Is this something I really want, or is it something my family and
friends are pressuring me to have?

4. When I’m reminiscing about the big day five years from now, will I
regret not having this?

5. Can I really afford it?

O Check everything is going to schedule (if it’s not: delegate!)
then relax.
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Make

YOUR
Mark

Keep it Chic
It can be tempting to pile it on: a
smattering of bangles, rings on (nearly)
every finger, hoop earrings, plus a
necklace or two. And sometimes, just
sometimes, this can work – depending
on your personal style. For most of us
though, keeping things moderate gets
you maximum impact.
So, if you’re wearing more than two
rings, think twice before popping on a
bangle. You don’t want to distract from
the gorgeous gems on your fingers. And
if your earrings are anything more than
simple studs or hoops, loud necklaces
should be kept for another day. It’s all
about balance. As Coco Chanel said,
“Once you’ve dressed, and before you
leave the house, look in the mirror and
take at least one thing off.” And she really
knew her stuff.

The ring thing
Who doesn’t love a beautiful ring? No woman
we know, that’s for sure. The main message
here is to have fun, but some advice doesn’t go
astray, so here goes:
{ Large, statement cocktail rings are
like loud personalities: they don’t like
competition. So keep other fingers free
of bling.

Nothing super charges
your outfit like great
jewellery, especially
when you follow
some key fashion
commandments.
There are no two ways about it: jewellery is good for the soul, lifting your look from the
everyday to the truly stand-out. A statement necklace takes a simple black dress into star
territory, while chandelier earrings add visual interest to a plain silk blouse.
So, how can you make the most of jewellery’s transformative abilities?
Read on and all shall be revealed.
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{ Stacking rings can look very cool; just be
sure the rings have flat edges and single
stones, so they all sit neatly.
{ Don’t be afraid to wear contrasting styles
of ring on each finger: rings are made for
visual interest, so matching them isn’t
important. Unless of course that’s your
thing.

Necklaces:
The golden rules
There are many ways you can go when it
comes to adorning your neck. Here are some
handy tips next time you’re pondering which
direction to take.
LAYERS Mixing and matching necklaces can
look casual cool when done right. Just make
sure you vary the lengths and shapes, and
stop short of three strands.
CHOKERS AND BIB NECKLACES Either one of
these should be star of the show. So ensure
the rest of your neckline is unfussy, and that
earrings are kept to small studs or none at all.
DRAPING NECKLACES These are strands that
go low, nearly to your cleavage. Pair with an
elegant dress with a plunging neckline for the
ultimate in glamour.
SIMPLE PENDANTS These are the most
versatile of necklaces, and look great with
nearly all outfits, including scoop neck tees,
blouses, and over high neck-dresses. Put
simply, you can’t go wrong.

Earrings:
Three ways
STUD The easiest to wear and create your
look around. Be they silver or gold balls, small
diamond studs or elegant pearls, they give
you the freedom to wear other bigger pieces
of jewellery while also adding a dash of classic
chic.
CHANDELIER These draw attention to your
face and hair, so make sure your make up is
how you like it, and that your hair is sitting just
so. If bright colours are involved, look out for
clashes with lipstick or eyeshadow shades.
Necklaces need not apply, save for a very
subtle chain.
DROP/HUGGIES/HOOPS These occupy a midground in the ‘look at me!’ factor. They’re also a
great accompaniment when the dress-code is
smart casual, adding a little pop to your look.

“Before you leave the house, look in the
mirror and take at least one thing off.”
- Coco Chanel

Diamond
Detectives

Your perfect diamond is out there.
You just need someone who knows how to find it.
The decision to invest in a diamond is a significant and emotional
one, so it’s vital to get it right. That means getting the right people
onside to do the searching for you.
As passionate, experienced specialists who live and breathe
diamonds, Showcase Jewellers has direct access to key
international contacts in Belgium, the diamond capital of the
world. But that’s just the start. They also scour every other nook
and cranny of the globe, in search of the diamond of your dreams.
And by dealing direct with diamond brokers in Europe, Canada and
Australia, they can secure it for you at a remarkably competitive
price.
So why compromise? Embark on your diamond journey safe in the
knowledge that the world of diamonds can be brought right to you.
It’s what they do.

Caught in the web

Why buying a diamond online can end in tears.
Shopping online for a diamond may seem blissfully convenient at first, but there are serious risks and downfalls that could
turn your journey pear-shaped (and not in the diamond sense).
One major concern is the inability to view the stone first. The beauty of a diamond simply cannot be conveyed on a screen
– similarly, its flaws may be harder to detect. Or worse, they’ve been digitally removed by the seller prior to uploading the
image. Another concern is post-purchase support: how do you know who to trust; if you’re being sold what you purchased;
or if it will even arrive?
And don’t forget duty tax and delivery fees. If you’re purchasing from overseas, these additional costs can soon add up.
Don’t risk it. Your local Showcase Jeweller are trusted diamond specialists, and here to help - both before, during and after
your diamond purchase. Call today and see the difference it makes.
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From You
To You
You work hard and you play hard – so isn’t it time you bought
yourself something nice? We look at the rise of the right hand ring.

S

arah, 27, was in a good place. Her job in publishing meant a bit
too much overtime for her liking, but her career path felt on-track.
She had an active social life. She hadn’t met The One yet, but there
was no massive hurry, and anyway, she was pretty okay with doing
exactly what she wanted, when she wanted. Rules had never sat well
with her.
So one day, as Sarah passed by her local jewellery store on the
way to catch up with a friend, it struck her that now was the time
to mark this point in her life with something nice. “I’d always been
obsessed with diamond rings,” says Sarah, “I used to try my mum’s
engagement ring on all the time. But it hadn’t really occurred to me
until then that I didn’t need to wait for a guy to buy me one. I could
just go and get one for myself. Like a kind of ‘nice work’ gift for what
I’ve achieved so far, and not compromising on what I want out of life.”

years ago I might have pestered him before my birthday and given
out ridiculous hints. Now I just do it for me. From me.”
Laura bought herself a band studded with amethysts and
diamonds last year, which she proudly wears on her (you guessed
it) right hand.
“My friends and I just happen to really love jewellery,” she shrugs.
“Some of us are married, some not. They don’t all buy diamond
rings - diamond studs are popular, and diamond pendants sell
pretty well too.”

She walked out of the jewellery store that morning with a spring in
her step and a right hand dress ring. It was white gold, with wavy
lines paved with tiny diamonds. “I wear it with everything and I still
get a buzz out of the sparkle,” Sarah says, “but mainly it’s special
to me because it’s about self-care and respect. There’s something
empowering about that.”
For the first time in history, women are out-educating men. They’re
also forging ahead with brilliant careers, in numbers unseen by any
generation before. So it’s unsurprising that women’s consumer
behaviour is shifting, too. This spirit of independence is translating
into trends that symbolise inner and outer freedom – a sense of ‘nice
work’, as Sarah puts it.
A prime example is the adage “Your left hand says ‘we’, your right
hand says ‘me’” – which speaks to the thinking behind right hand
rings. “Right hand rings are about women buying diamonds for
themselves, rather

When is the right time to buy a right hand ring (or studs, or
necklace)? There isn’t one - it’s for anyone at any time. That said,
common purchase times are milestone birthdays and other
special occasions like graduation or a raise at work. Basically, any
event or occurrence that’s about you and you alone. It’s about
being proud of who you are, and the value of living your own,
authentic life.

than waiting for Mr Right to come galloping along,” says Laura, 34,
who works in a jewellery store. Laura is married, but “I earn my own
money, so why would I need my husband to buy my diamonds? Five

And that applies irrespective of whether there’s a Mr Right on the
scene. As Beyoncé put it back in her Destiny’s Child days: “I buy
my own diamonds and I buy my own rings.”
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Something

OLD

Something

STEP 1: Old or broken gold

NEW

STEP 2: Jeweller melts down
and remodels

A

lmost every woman has memories that are indelibly linked to a piece of jewellery. In fact, it’s possible that this
connection between emotions and material objects has its very roots in jewellery: one of the oldest personal objects
ever found was a necklace dating back 100,000 years.
That’s not to say you won’t sometimes feel like breathing new life into your special pieces. Has that gold and ruby ring
from your 21st begun to look a bit dated? Do you ever wish the sapphires in your great aunt’s brooch could be worn as
earrings?
Enter jewellery remodeling services. The idea being that your old (your piece as it is now) is used to create a new piece
that both retains its memories and feels like an exciting new creation. The trick is to find a jeweller that understands
how to strike that delicate balance.
“Re-using the metal and stones from your old jewellery helps keep its sentimental value,” says our expert jewellery
remodeller. “And older stones are mostly round, which makes placing them into new designs very easy, as well as
seamless - they won’t look out of place.”

STEP 3: End result – a unique
and personal piece

WHEN KIM GOT ENGAGED, THE COUPLE DECIDED ON A RING THAT WOULD PAY TRIBUTE TO TWO VERY SPECIAL PEOPLE IN
THEIR LIVES – AND IT WASN’T EACH OTHER.
Recently, at the grand old age of 50, I got engaged. I popped home at lunch time on the promise of a sandwich and it ended with
him on one knee.

What are the most common requests? People often bring in a collection of damaged gold pieces they don’t wear
anymore or that they’ve inherited, to remake into something new that they’ll love.

The first person I rang to tell the news was my father. Sadly I couldn’t tell my mum, who would have been over the moon, as she had
died 14 years prior. My new fiancé couldn’t tell his mum either—he lost her at 13.

Old gold can be melted down and refined to be used to make wedding rings, bangles, pendants and rings. Your older
gemstones can be rejuvenated by re-polishing and re-faceting to bring out their inner beauty and then used in newly
remodelled items. New gemstones can be purchased to add to the mix too.

But Pete’s mother had left him her engagement ring, and I had my mother’s. That’s how we decided on our engagement ring: What
better way to remember them always than by combining the two?

Another common option, is matching ring and earring sets. That’s easiest when the old jewellery has lots of small
stones.
And sometimes customers will purchase a brand new center stone, then decorate it using their older stones.
Jewellery remodelling is an incredibly satisfying process for both parties. Customers are often amazed at the options.
And it’s an entirely different experience from simply purchasing new jewellery – it’s the best of both worlds.
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Kim’s Story

We spent some time with our jeweller and described what we wanted: the style, the story, and the stones from both rings. We used
the sapphire from Pete’s mums ring as the centerpiece and the diamonds from both on either side, then David suggested we use
platinum as sapphires look better against the colder shade. Then he sketched the design and I went back in and tried it on before
the stones were set.
Last weekend I picked up the ring. It was everything we wanted and more, a sparkling new piece with a lifetime of memories and a
future to come. I didn’t know Pete’s mum but I do know that just like me, my mum would have cried when she saw it.
KIM, AGE 50
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But what of jewellery?
But what of jewellery? Until fairly recently, and with the
exception of celebrity-sized budgets, the idea of having
jewellery made to specific order was fairly niche. You chose from
the jewellery cabinet and that was that. But times are changing,
and customers’ desire for something personal to them is on the
rise.
Thankfully, some retailers are meeting that demand with
specialised services – a bespoke engagement ring, or another
stunning piece that so far exists only in your dreams.

That’s
So
You
Jewellery is an essential part
of your individual style.
What could be better than
designing your own?

By now, most of us are aware that a simple trip to
your local tailor can make refining your ‘look’ a piece
of cake. Those dress pants not quite cropped the
way you’d like? Spotted a designer dress you want
drummed up in a different fabric?
Simply explain what you’re after and the sky really is
the limit, style-wise.

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS: Your jeweller will conceptualise your
idea, or work with you to come up with an idea. Using their
expert knowledge, they will also make sure the design is not
only beautiful but also sturdy and practical. Once the design
is approved, which may involve a bit of back and forth to get it
exactly right, your jeweller sets to work.
The best thing about custom-made jewellery is that it’s
accessible for all budgets and occasions. Which means
everyone can indulge their unique creative visions. We’ve
designed hundreds of custom made pieces for our clients and
can truly say that no two pieces are the same. That’s the beauty
of it. The process of having something made just for you can take
longer than choosing something ready-made, but the end result
is always worth the wait. And the journey is really enjoyable.

So what’s HOT
at the moment?
More rose gold – It’s a beautiful, warm tone and matches most
skin tones and designs. You can even use it as a small highlight in
your piece of jewellery to give it a point of difference.
Engagement rings have taken a slightly different path, too – a
lot of women choosing an oval shape diamond over the cushion
cut, which until recently was very popular. (Here’s a little tip,
ovals tend to look large for their weight but keep an eye out on
the cutting and proportions as a poorly made stone may show a
dark center or ‘bow-tie’ effect, which looks like an ‘X’ through the
center of the stone. This can detract from the performance and
overall sparkle of the stone.)
Still on engagement rings, it looks like the halo design – a stone
surrounded by smaller stones – is still much coveted. No matter
what shape you go for it will add that extra wow factor to your
engagement ring. It can also give you a larger look for less.
Design elements aside, there’s one aspect of the experience that
remains the most beautiful - seeing the smile on a client’s face
when they try it on for th first time.

Common requests include engagement rings, wedding bands,
and gifts for loved ones. Sometimes a customer brings in images
of things they like, or point out something in the cabinet that
catches their eye and the jeweller can work from that.

A sparkling surprise
MICHELLE HAD A SPECIAL GIFT TURNED INTO A PIECE SHE
WILL WEAR FOREVER.
My husband wanted to do something extra special for my
50th birthday, and totally unbeknown to me arranged to buy a
beautiful 2-carat diamond.
At lunch for the special celebration at beautiful Hayman Island,
he handed me a large box with a bottle of vintage champagne
inside – as well as a little packet. I unwrapped the packet to find
the amazing stone perched inside, which I then proceeded to
balance it on my hand, much to his terror! (A diamond dropped
into the sand can’t be easy to find!)
I wanted a design that showed off the whole diamond, not just
the top of it. I had seen photographs of stunning rings in various
magazines, and cut out one that had really caught my eye. We
then found a jeweller, who had designed a beautiful piece for a
friend of a friend. I went armed with thoughts and the magazine
reference, we chatted about the design – and then the ring was
made. It was a feat of engineering, and has delighted me for the
past 18 years thanks to its beauty and the memories attached
to it.
I am still in love with my ring. And, of course, the thoughtful man
who gave it to me.
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MICHELLE, age 68
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PASSION8 Diamonds are precision
cut in a way that creates exactly eight
perfect hearts and eight perfect arrows.
This perfectly symmetrical 58 facet cut
ensures light refracting through the
diamond only comes out the top surface
resulting in extraordinary brilliance.

Discover the beauty of PASSION8 Diamonds.
www.passion8diamonds.com

A

happy marriage is one of the best gifts anyone could wish for. And you don’t need endless gifts to make that
happen (though some may argue it helps). But marking each year of marriage with a beautiful token is anything but
materialistic: it’s a romantic ritual that dates back to the medieval era and continues to this day. With a few changes along
the way, of course.
The practice is thought to have begun in the medieval Germanic region, where it was tradition for a husband to gift his
wife a wreath made of silver when they had been married for 25 years. On the 50th year of their marriage – very rare pre1900s due to shorter life spans – he presented her with a wreath made of gold. Hence the terms ‘silver’ and ‘gold’ wedding
anniversaries.
Only the 25 and 50-year milestones were celebrated at this point, but anniversary gifts evolved over time to include other
years, too. Interestingly, the Victorians were partly responsible for this: they loved making lists and putting things into neat
little categories, and were therefore keen recipients of the tradition.
The key idea behind anniversary gifts is that a long marriage means stability, so the greater the milestone, the more
‘stable’ (read: valuable) the reward should be. The current anniversary gift suggestions were drawn up in 1937 by the
American National Retail Jeweler Association, now known as Jewelers of America. Got an anniversary coming up? Take a
look at which gift is assigned to which year, plus some ideas on how to celebrate it in style.

A MATTER OF

TIME

Anniversary gifts mark each year of marriage
in a tradition that goes back centuries.
Here’s where it all began, and some ideas for each milestone.
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1 YEAR / PAPER

12 YEARS / PEARL

The thinking behind this one is that sacred documents
- the bible, for example, and your marriage certificate
- are on paper. But don’t despair if it sounds a bit dull;
paper is probably the most exciting and versatile gift of
all: concert or plane tickets, love letters, gift vouchers,
or even a little sparkly something wrapped in, you
guessed it, paper.

The perfect pearl is totally smooth, just like the perfect
marriage. But no marriage is perfect, and by the same
token even flawed pearls are beautiful. This, plus the
variety of choice when it comes to pearl jewellery,
means that finding a gorgeous 12-year wedding
anniversary gift is a breeze.

5 YEARS, 25 YEARS / SILVERWARE
Silver is said to represent harmony, which you need a
fair bit of for five years of marriage – and a whole lot
more of when you reach a quarter of a century! The
options here are endless: a beautiful photo frame,
stunning candle sticks, earrings, a ring, a bangle, or a
pendant just to start.

15 YEARS / WATCHES
This is a very stylish anniversary – there’s nothing like
a great wristwatch to pull your outfit together. Plus,
each time you check the time you’ll be reminded of
the occasion. Have a look around for matching his and
hers watches to really mark the special day.

10 YEARS, 30 YEARS, 60 YEARS / DIAMOND
Congratulations, you’ve made it to a full decade (or
three, or six!). You really can’t go wrong when buying
something diamond-related. Try a solitaire pendant,
some gorgeous diamond stud earrings, or even placing
a new diamond into your wedding band as a symbol of
your life together.
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20 YEARS / PLATINUM

45 YEARS / SAPPHIRE

Platinum is a precious metal known for its strength,
making it the perfect anniversary gift to celebrate two
decades together.
It mostly comes in the form of jewellery, especially rings.
Why not design one yourself to show how much you
care, or simply choose one from your jeweller
and have it inscribed with the number 20.

So close to the big 5-0... but 45 years is a spectacular
achievement in its own right. Which is why sapphire, a
particularly spectacular gem, is the milestone’s designated
gift. Symbolising faithfulness and sincerity (both pretty
essential to making it this far), you’ll find the deep blue
stone in rings, diamonds, brooches, earrings, pendants and
bracelets.

35 YEARS / JADE
Usually mid-to-deep green in colour, Jade can also be
found in shades of yellow, pink, purple and black. In
ancient times it was believed that Jade safeguarded
your health, increased body strength and promoted
longevity in the wearer. It doesn’t get much better than
that, whether it’s earrings, a pounamu (type of Jade
stone) or a simple Jade trinket.
40 YEARS / RUBY

50 YEARS / GOLD

Rubies are a stunning gemstone and the second
hardest only to a diamond. As far back as ancient times,
they have been bestowed with magical powers, like
predicting the future, healing the sick and bringing
good luck. Try a beautiful brooch, cuff-link or ring set
with one of these magical stones.

The big one can mean only one thing: Gold. And when
you’ve reached a half century, it’s only fitting you purchase
something truly special to remember it by. So throw a party,
put on some ‘golden oldies’, and take your pick from all that
gold can be: a ring, a photo-frame, earrings, a bracelet, a
brooch... you’ve earned it.
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ANNIVERSARY

TRADITIONAL

MODERN

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
20th
25th
30th
35th
40th
45th
50th
60th

Paper
Cotton
Leather
Fruit/Flowers
Wood
Candy/Iron
Wool/Copper
Pottery/Bronze
Willow/Pottery
Tin/Aluminium
Steel
Silk/Linen
Lace
Animal
Crystal
China
Silver
Pearl
Coral
Ruby
Sapphire
Gold
Diamond

Paper
China
Crystal/Glass
Appliance
Silverware
Wood
Desk Set
Linens/Lace
Leather
Diamond
Fashion Jewellery
Pearl
Textile
Gold Jewellery
Watch
Platinum
Silver
Diamond
Jade
Ruby
Sapphire
Gold
Diamond

Delphi
$10,299

18ct White Gold Diamond & Ceylon Sapphire Ring.
A gorgeous 1.53ct Oval Ceylon Sapphire is surrounded by 26 round brilliant cut diamonds set in a cluster
and throughout the shoulders of the band , totalling 0.62ct TDW.
A beautiful engagement ring or a gorgeous ring for your right hand.
10 year complimentary clean & check with our jeweller.

A Beautiful
Education

Cut

The cut of a diamond refers to its facets
and proportions, not just its shape. The
proportions between the table, the crown,
the pavilion and the girdle are extremely
important in ensuring the radiance is
maximised. For this reason, sometimes
cutting the diamond smaller to better its
proportions can make it more valuable.

Heavy Deep Cut

Ideal Cut

Clarity

The more pure the clarity, the more brilliant
the diamond appears. Diamonds are
graded according to their combinations
of minute mineral traces and crystal
dislocations called inclusions. Flawless
diamonds are extremely rare and valuable
because the fewer the inclusions, the less
interference with the passage of light
(hence its greater sparkle).

There’s more to a stunning diamond than first meets the eye.
Here’s what you need to know about a girl’s best friend.
“Better a diamond with a flaw than a pebble without,” said Confucius. Indeed, diamonds by their very nature are a
delight to look at, and anything more than a billion years in the making has got to be pretty remarkable.

FL IF

VSSI-2

VSI-2

SI 1-2

I1

I2-3

But there is much more to diamonds than just sparkle, and no two diamonds are exactly alike. You might have
noticed, for example, that some shine more brightly, or are more symmetrically cut, or appear clearer.
So what sets apart a ‘good’ diamond from a truly top-tier sparkler? It’s all about the four Cs – how these elements
interrelate determines a diamond’s overall beauty, rarity and (monetary) value.

Diamond Terms

THE EXPERT

Carat Weight

Carat is a term referring to the weight of a diamond and not
its size in dimensions. The weight of a diamond alone is not all
that is considered as a large stone is not particularly valuable
if it lacks high-grade colour, brilliance or clarity. The size and
shape of the “rough” diamond usually dictates the “shape” of
the final diamond produced.

Colour

Girdle

The whiter the colour of the diamond, the greater its capacity to reflect and refract light, and create a greater brilliance.
The highest quality diamonds are described as colourless and are extremely rare. This, of course, makes them very
valuable. Jewellers grade a diamond’s colour on a scale beginning with D (colourless) and moving through to Z.

Culet

colourless

Who Knew?

The word diamond comes
from the Greek word ‘adámas’,
meaning ‘unbreakable’.
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“The greater the clarity,
the more brilliant the
diamond appears.”

Crown

Table

Pavillion

When looking at the cut of a diamond, says
gemologist and diamond expert Tony Smallwood,
it’s all about “how the diamond performs”. Once
you’ve checked its specifications on the certificate,
this comes down to visual observation. “Look
at how ‘bright’ the diamond is - or, technically
speaking, how much light is ‘returned’ to the
viewer,” he explains. “Look also at how it ‘sparkles’
as it is moved, which is referred to as ‘scintillation’ and how the flashes of ‘colour’ come out of a stone,
too - which, technically speaking, is the diamond’s
‘dispersion’.”

Light Shallow Cut

near
colourless

faint
yellow

Only one polished diamond out
of a thousand weighs more than
one carat.

very light
yellow

Diamonds have been treasured
as gemstones since their use as
religious icons in ancient India.

light yellow

Diamonds are often brought
to the earth’s surface by deep
volcanic eruptions.
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RINGS TO LOVE
Lulu
$2,599
9ct Yellow Gold
Diamond Trilogy Ring
TDW 0.50ct
L1319D

Christa
$2,099
9ct White Gold Diamond
Anniversary Ring
TDW 0.35ct
L1951W9D

Angel
$3,399
9ct Gold Diamond
Anniversary Ring
TDW 0.50ct
L15979D

Rumi
$1,999
9ct Gold Art Deco Style
Diamond Cluster
Ring TDW 0.16ct
L20649D

SHOWCASE
JEWELLERS
T E . AWA M U T U
KIRSTY & RICHARD WALKER
15 ALEXANDRA STREET, TE AWAMUTU
PHONE 07 871 6797
teawamutu@showcasejeweller.com
www.jewelleryhub.co.nz

